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Welcome from
Dallas Summer Musicals

Summer 2007
Welcome to Dallas Summer Musicals!

We’re so glad you could join us! Musical theater is a
unique American creation. It’s also a joyful mixture of
song and story, and, since 1945, Dallas Summer Musicals
has brought the finest musicals to Dallas.

Want to know what goes into making a musical? Just two
simple ingredients: singing and acting (song and story).
There’s just something about a song that makes a story
mean more than just regular speech. It touches us in a
different way. 

Whether a show uses classical music or rock, a musical uses music to tell its story, to suggest
feelings, emotions, and attitudes. As long as it mixes song and story, musical theater can be about
literally anything, and this season’s shows are great examples of the wide range of subjects. From
the blockbuster musical Wicked to the sweeping epic of Camelot, each production reveals a
different aspect of what makes musical theater so special.

The story of Dallas Summer Musicals is a long and honored one, and by learning about and
attending one of our shows, you are now part of that story too!  

Sincerely,

Michael A. Jenkins
President and Managing Director
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Using
The Field Guide

Camp Broadway® is pleased to bring you the Dallas Summer Musicals
edition of StageNOTES®, the 22nd in our series. We are proud to be affiliated with this presenter
and offer a comprehensive guide that incorporates their entire season of musical theater. This guide
has been developed as a teaching tool to assist educators in the classroom who are introducing their
students to the stories in conjunction with the musical theater productions.

The Camp Broadway creative team, consisting of theater educators, scholars, researchers, and theater
professionals, has developed a series of lesson plans that, although inspired by and themed around the
musicals, can also accompany class study of the periods and other related literary works. To assist you

in preparing your presentation of each lesson, we have included:
an objective and teaching tips along with each lesson unit. There are
four types of lesson ideas including a written exercise; a discussion
activity; an experiential exercise; and an "after hours activity" that
encourages students to interact with family, friends, or the
community at large.

The curriculum categories in this guide have been developed in
accordance with Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).
The division provides information to school administrators,
counselors, parents, and students on course offerings and meeting
the learning needs of students through 19 TAC Chapter 74. In
cooperation with the divisions of Instructional Materials and
Educational Technology and Student Assessment, the goal of the
Division of Curriculum provides information and resources to
ensure academic success of all students in Texas public schools.

The Dallas Summer Musicals study guide is for you, the educator, in response to your need for
standards-compliant curriculum. We hope this study guide will help you incorporate musical theater
into your classroom activities.

Philip Katz
Producing Director
Camp Broadway



A Brief History of

The Broadway musical is one of the few genuinely American art
forms; like America itself, the musical was formed from a collision
of immigrant traditions. British operetta, African-American song
and dance styles, the melodies and humor of Eastern European
Jews: All contributed to the development of the Broadway
musical.

Just as America is described as a “melting pot,” the first
American musical was a hasty melding of other works. In
1866, producers Henry C. Jarrett and Harry Palmer had
brought over a French ballet troupe to perform in New York;
however, the theater they had obtained for the performances
was destroyed by fire. Trying to find a way to salvage their
investment, they came to William Wheatley, the manager of
Niblo’s Garden, a popular theater at Broadway and Prince
Streets. He was about to open a production of a piece by
Charles M. Barras, a version of von Weber’s Romantic
opera, Der Freischutz. The two productions were
combined, and audiences were treated to a five and one-
half hour spectacle in which the French ballerinas
performed amidst the slim plot of an evil alchemist who
pursues two young lovers through a succession of
elaborately designed scenes. The Black Crook was a
success: The dancers in their pink tights entranced the

audience, as did the intricately painted scenery.
The plot was flexible enough to allow for changes and insertions of new
material as the run continued; producers periodically advertised these
“reconstructions” as a lure to bring audiences back for repeat viewings.
The Black Crook ran for 475 performances, closing in 1868.

Crowds enjoyed not only romantic spectacles like those that followed
in The Black Crook’s footsteps, but also knockabout-comedy shows
that traded in ethnic humor like Harrigan and Hart’s The Mulligan
Guards Ball. The team of Harrigan and Hart found inspiration for
their comedy in the chaotic streets of New York of their day: a sea
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A Brief History of
The Broadway Musical

of immigrants all trying to get along and get ahead in
a strange new country. 

By the turn of the century, opulent revues featuring
statuesque chorus girls in breathtaking costumes were
popular; the Ziegfeld Follies were producer Florenz
Ziegfeld’s showcase of elegant (but slightly naughty)
entertainment. The first smash hit of the Twenties
was Shuffle Along, with Eubie Blake’s “I’m Just Wild

About Harry” as the standout song;
the show was the first to have an all
African-American writing team and
cast. The pulse of the Jazz Age
continued to beat in the fast-paced
comedy of shows like Lady, Be
Good!, the first of 14 musicals
written by brothers George and Ira
Gershwin; the plots of Twenties
musicals were often loosely strung

together vaudeville routines
intermixed with snappy, danceable tunes.

The musical reached a turning point when
Ziegfeld took a risk and
produced something
different – a musical
adaptation of Edna
Ferber’s novel about
generations of a
theatrical family on the
Mississippi, Show Boat.
Ziegfeld hired Oscar
Hammerstein to handle
the task of reducing the
novel’s sprawling plotlines

to a manageable few; composing the memorable
music was Jerome Kern. In contrast to the bubble-
headed plots of the musicals of the time, Show Boat
dealt with serious themes such as racism, alcoholism,
and racial intermarriage. It was an immediate
popular and critical success, making it possible for
musicals to take on subject matter of all kinds.

The Thirties were a time when a Depression-weary
public went to the theater for frothy escapism, such
as the elegant wackiness of Cole Porter’s Anything
Goes, featuring Ethel Merman singing “You’re the
Top” and “I Get a Kick Out of You.”

The patriotism of the World War II years made
audiences respond emotionally to the heartfelt
nostalgia of Oklahoma! Oscar Hammerstein and
composer Richard Rodgers took the musical another
step forward by creating a “musical play” in which
dialogue, dance, and music were thoroughly
integrated.

Because of this integration of all elements, director-
choreographers such as Jerome Robbins soon came
to prominence in musical theater. After honing his

Florenz Ziegfeld

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 



craft on a number of shows
like Peter Pan, Robbins
pushed the boundaries of
musical theater yet again
when he reinterpreted ballet
steps to create a new dance
vocabulary in West Side Story.
In this modern retelling of
Romeo and Juliet, dance was
made even more central to the
musical’s structure.

Other director-
choreographers like
Bob Fosse and
Michael Bennett
began to move away
from plot-driven
shows, ultimately
creating “concept
musicals” like Chicago
and A Chorus Line,

where dance was the dominant driving
force. Deconstructing the standard
“book musical” in another way was
composer/lyricist Stephen Sondheim,

who

brought layers of dramatic irony and
musical dissonance to the scores of his
collaborations with director Hal Prince,
such as Company, Follies, and A Little
Night Music.

The opulent Eighties heralded the
“British Invasion”: lavish pop-opera
spectacles like Cats, Les Miserables, and
Phantom of the Opera. The big-hair-
and-shoulder-pads excesses of the
decade were reflected in the lush music
and over-the-top scenic effects of these

long-running hit shows.

The slacker Nineties brought Rent, a
gritty rock reimagining of Puccini’s La
Boheme. The decade also saw the
emergence of Disney as a theatrical
force with films reimagined for the
stage like Beauty and the Beast and The
Lion King.

At the turn of the Twenty-first century,
it seems that Broadway has a little bit of
everything. Classic vaudevillian humor
lives on in The Producers while down
the street you can find sing-your-guts-
out pop opera like Wicked, dance-driven
shows like Movin’ Out, and optimistic
musical comedy like Hairspray. Each of
the golden eras of Broadway’s past are
reinvented for the audiences of today to
discover and delight in.

Broadway Timeline

1866 The Black Crook
1879 The Mulligan Guards Ball
1907 First edition of the Ziegfeld Follies
1924 Lady, Be Good!
1927 Show Boat
1934 Anything Goes
1943 Oklahoma!
1954 Peter Pan
1957 West Side Story
1970 Company
1971 Follies
1973 A Little Night Music
1975 Chicago, A Chorus Line
1982 Cats
1987 Les Miserables
1988 Phantom of the Opera
1994 Beauty and the Beast
1996 Rent
1998 The Lion King
2001 The Producers
2002 Thoroughly Modern Millie
2003 Hairspray
2004 Avenue Q
2005 Monty Python's Spamalot
2006 Jersey Boys

A scene from the original Broadway production 
of Hairspray
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The Talent Behind
CY COLEMAN, Composer. His successes
spanned not only numerous Broadway
shows, but motion pictures, recordings,
television and the concert stage. He started
out leading and playing clubs with a jazz

trio, but he quickly found his niche in songwriting. His
first hit, which immediately became a classic, was
“Witchcraft”. Some of his best known Broadway hits
were the songs, “Big Spender” and “If My Friends
Could See Me Now, in Sweet Charity. In September of
2003, the Chicago Humanities Festival paid tribute to
Cy Coleman as one of America’s most versatile and
influential living composers. 

DOROTHY FIELDS, Lyricist. She was the first
female to break into the all-male club of
American songwriters. Dorothy Fields’
work habits were so highly disciplined that
it was easy for her to work with other

composers. In 1964, Cy Coleman (25 years her junior)
met Dorothy Fields at a party, and asked if she would

like to collaborate with him. Their first project together
was Sweet Charity. The show was a major success. Fields
became the first woman to be inducted into the
Songwriters Hall of Fame, and in her 48 year career, she
had co-written over 400 songs, and worked on 15
musicals, as well as films. 

NEIL SIMON, Playwright. He is the only writer
to have four Broadway productions running,
simultaneously. He began doing Broadway
plays and musicals in the late fifties and by
1963, Simon was considered one of the

brightest librettists in the Theatre. Throughout his career,
Simon has won three Tony awards, a Pulitzer Prize, three
Writers’ Guild Awards, a Golden Globe, the New York
Drama Critics Circle Award, and has been honored at the
Kennedy Center by the President. He is the only living
playwright for whom a Broadway Theatre has been named
and there is never a day when a Neil Simon play or movie
is not being produced somewhere in the world. 

The History of Sweet Charity
The musical had a
score by one of Broadway’s top
composers, Cy Coleman with lyrics
by Dorothy Fields. The original
production was under the direction of
Bob Fosse, who also choreographed in
his unique style. When it opened on
Broadway on January 29, 1966, at the
Palace Theatre, Sweet Charity was
hailed by the critics. It ran for 608
performances, and although it was
nominated for 12 Tony Awards, it
won only one, for Fosse’s
choreography. The 1969 film version
of Sweet Charity was also directed and

choreographed by Fosse, but it starred
Shirley MacLaine and John
McMartin, who was recreating his
original Broadway role.

The musical was first revived on
Broadway (starring Debbie Allen) in
1986, and this time, won four Tony
Awards for Best Revival, Best
Featured Actor in a Musical (Michael
Rupert), Best Featured Actress in a
Musical (Bebe Neuwirth), and Best
Costume Design (Patricia Zipprodt).

For its second revival, in 2005,
Neil Simon made some adjustments
to the libretto. His original 1966

script had Charity ultimately a victim
of her own poor choices, although
persistent in her goals. In retooling
the newer version, Simon had her
continuing to make the same
mistakes, but she was now learning
from them. This latest revival, starring
television and film star Christina
Applegate, opened on Broadway at
the Al Hirschfeld Theatre on May 4,
2005, after a three-city preview tour.
The show ended its Broadway run on
December 31, 2005, after only
playing 279 performances. 



As the show opens we see Charity Hope
Valentine in the park, waiting for someone. A man in dark
glasses, Charlie, comes to meet her and she proceeds to tell
him about her day, mentioning she has brought along her
purse with her dowry in it. She speaks optimistically about
how wonderful her life will be once she and Charlie marry.
She suggests he throw a coin in the water for luck, but as she
reaches for one, Charlie grabs her purse, pushes her into the
lake, and runs away. The passersby watch Charity struggle in
the water, but no one makes a move to help. As a young
man finally comes to Charity’s aid, the onlookers make
disdainful comments about his paltry rescue efforts.

Charity returns to the Fan-Dango Ballroom, where she
works as a Dance Hall Hostess, and finds her friends
unsympathetic about her latest incident with Charlie.
Charity always seems to fall for no-good guys, and they’re
not surprised that Charlie wasn’t any different than the rest
of them. 

On her way home from work, Charity overhears
Vittorio Vidal, a famous movie star, and his mistress, Ursula,
in a heated argument. Ursula storms off and Vittorio invites
Charity to accompany him to the Pompeii Club. At the
club, Charity faints while dancing, not having eaten much of
anything all day. Vittorio takes her back to his apartment to
recover. In the apartment and star struck by Vittorio,
Charity tells him all about her life as a dance hall hostess. He
seems to enjoy Charity’s charming chatter and honesty.
Charity asks him if he could sign an autograph, or perhaps
even provide a token to prove to her friends that she was
really at his apartment. He gives her a hat and a cane as a
token, but just then, Ursula arrives and Charity must hide.
The next morning, Vittorio helps Charity sneak out of the
apartment without Ursula discovering her presence. At work
Charity has trouble convincing the other girls that she really
met Vittorio. Even after she shows them the tokens they
argue that he should have given her something much better
than a hat and a cane. The girls then commiserate about
their jobs and how they must get out and learn different
trades. 

On her way home, Charity gets stuck in an elevator
with a shy and panicky tax accountant named Oscar. She
tries to convince him not to worry, that they’ll get unstuck
soon (learning along the way that he’s unmarried), when all
of a sudden the lights go out in the elevator. Act I ends as we
hear both Charity and Oscar cry out, “Help!”

As the lights come up on Act II, back in the elevator,
Oscar is crying out that he’s absolutely certain he’s about to
suffocate. Moments later the elevator starts again and they
are released. Oscar, so grateful to be out, invites Charity to
come to church with him. When they get there, Charity
realizes it’s “The Rhythm of Life” Church, and that the
somewhat untraditional meeting is being held in an
underground parking lot. At the end of the night Oscar and
Charity decide to meet up again the next day, Oscar offers to
meet Charity at work, and she makes up a story about
working at a bank. They decide to meet at the Y where they
first met. Oscar kisses Charity’s hand as he leaves, dubbing
her ‘Sweet Charity.’

A few weeks later, Oscar and Charity are on another
date at Coney Island, and get trapped in the parachute
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Sweet Charity
Historical Context

Feminism and the 1960s
Since the 19th century, women have been protesting against men in the
struggle for sexual equality. The movement became known as the struggle for
feminism. Feminism is a social and political movement that is most generally,
concerned with the relationship between sex, gender, and power. Feminists are
especially concerned with patriarchy (rule by men, or a gender hierarchy in
which men dominate or exploit women). When feminism began in the 1800’s,
it started as a response to the perception that women are oppressed and
subordinate to men. Society held women down until the first organized
woman’s rights convention at Seneca Falls in New York in 1848. After this
convention, the movement known as feminism began. Feminists are split into
two separate categories, depending on the era and decade. The early feminists
are referred to as the first wave, and the feminists during and after the 1960’s
are referred to as the second wave.

During the second wave of feminists, specifically during the 1960’s, there
was a large focus on the “de jure” (officicially mandated) and “de facto”
(unofficially mandated) inequalities. There were largely concerned
with issues of quality, such as the end to discrimination and

oppression.

The Presidential Commission on the Status of Women (PCSW) and National
Organization for Women (NOW)
There were numerous major events organized by the second wave feminists during the 1960’s.
In December of 1961, President John F. Kennedy issued Executive Order 10980 which
created the Commission of the Status of Women to be overseen by none other than Eleanor
Roosevelt. Between the years 1961 and 1963, the commission investigated the role of
women in different aspects of society, such as the enforcement of women’s legal rights,
women’s earnings in the business world and a woman’s right to education and a career. In
1963 the Commission announced that it found women to experience inequalities in
society, women earned less than men and were taken less seriously by the business
community.

While the commission was a research committee, many of its members realized that the
country needed action to protect its women. In 1966 a group of commission representatives
met to discuss the lack of enforcement of non-discrimination based on gender. Concerned
with this lack of enforcement, this group created the National Organization for Women
(NOW) that would work to ensure that legislation was enforced and overcome other forms of
discrimination.

10
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Betty Friedan
One of the most famous feminist
activists and writers, Betty Friedan
catapulted the second wave of
feminism to new heights with her
wildly successful The Feminine
Mystique. For the first time, a woman
investigated the role of her gender in
commercial circles and in the home.
In the novel, Friedan depicted the
occupation of “housewife” as
individually limiting. The book was a
result of Friedan’s own experience
with discrimination, when she was
fired from her job while pregnant
with her second child. Women

around the country
were finally able to

come to terms

with the fact that they were largely
dissatisfied with their position in
society. 

Objectification of Women
The manner in which society has
historically viewed women has led to
the oppression of the female segment
of society. As opposed to valuing
personal attributes and talents of a
woman, some people (mostly men)
focused on a woman’s physical
attractiveness and submissiveness. As
a result of this mentality, countless
numbers of women have experienced
negative psychological effects
believing their intelligence and
abilities to be unimportant.

How this mentality affects women
remains a matter of debate. Many
academics, psychologists and
sociologists believe that as young girls
experience the transfor-mation into
girls to women, they will experience
feelings of anxiety and fear. Not only

do they experience difficulty
growing up, they develop a sense
that power and respect may be
earned solely through their
looks. 

While many of the nation’s
colleges and universities were
established as coeducational
(allowing men and women
to attend), a number had

yet to admit women. The
pressure exerted by the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, legislation
banning discrimination on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex or national
origin, and NOW led many colleges
to offer women the opportunity to
study. In 1969 alone, more than 10
prestigious colleges opened their

doors to women, including Princeton,
Vassar, Georgetown, Yale and
Connecticut College. Allowing
women to study at these centers of
education was a statement of equality
and recognized women as more
valuable than just their appearance.

Contemporary Struggles
In the 21st century, women are
allowed to vote and have careers.
Many women work in traditionally
male fields as doctors, construction
works, police enforcement agents, and
corporate executives. However, forms
of discrimination still exist, even if
they do not break the law.

While women are free to work in
these professions, their work is often
undervalued. As of 2006, women
earned 12.6% less income than a man
doing the same job. That means that
for every dollar a man earns in a job,
a woman will make 87.4 cents. In
addition, because of objectification,
many women may transfer feelings of
insecurity to the workplace. While all
businesses have policies against sexual
harassment, it is still an issue
countless women face around the
country and world.



L E S S O N  I D E A SSweet Charity
W R I T I N G D I S C U S S I O N

Objective:
Students will develop a character by examining
their own self-image.

Exercise:
The girls in the dance hall are hostesses, charging
ten cents for a dance. Each girl had her own
themed image that she would portray, and
would use this to attract men to dance. What
would your own personal image be, if you were
a host or hostess in a dance hall?

Teaching Tips:
• Self image affects our interface with the world
around us. It is important to know what you
yourself are portraying to your environment.
What distinguishing characteristics do you have
that are special and unique? How do other
people react to you? Imagine what your life
would be like if you possessed someone else’s
characteristics.

Objective:
Students will explore their thoughts about celebrity
through the composition of an essay. 

Exercise:
Vittorio Vidal is a huge movie star who Charity
meets. What famous star today would you like to
meet and why? Write a short essay detailing why you
like this person and what makes you interested in
them.

Teaching Tips:
• Why do we have a fascination for celebrities? With
today’s electronic information, celebrities have web-
sites and blogs to update their fans as to what they’re
doing. Why is it that we spend time reading about
people’s lives who we don’t even know? In what other
ways do we keep track of celebrities’ lives? Consider
the influence that celebrities have on our culture,
both positively and negatively.

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) guidelines
addressed:
English Language Arts standard 110.22(b)(15) 

Writing Purposes. The student writes for a variety of audiences and
purposes and in a variety of forms. The student is expected to C) write
to inform such as to explain, describe, report, and narrate (grades 4-8).
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E X P E R I E N T I A L A F T E R  H O U R S

Objective:
Students will gain an understanding of dramatic posture
and acting through kinesthetic exploration. 

Exercise:
Imagine dancing for twelve hours in a pair of high heels.
The poses for the dance hall girls are based on fatigue
and bad backs and knees, because of all their dancing.
Experiment with your own personal “tired” poses. How
might you reflect in your body that you are exhausted,
but still have enough energy to offer a dance?

Teaching Tips:
• How can we overcome mind and body? What are some
poses and activities that tire our bodies and our minds?
What are the physical expressions of tiredness? Physical
and mental exhaustion exhibit themselves differently.
How can we express physically what we are feeling on the
inside, and how do we compensate for exhaustion?

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) guidelines
addressed:
Fine Arts standard for theatre 117.34(1) 

Perception. The student develops concepts about self, human relationship,
and the environment, using elements of drama and conventions of theatre.
The student is expected to A) develop characterization based on sensory and
emotional recall, and D) express emotions and ideas, using interpretive
movements and dialogue.

Objective:
Personal interaction will be promoted through the
students’ sharing of their personal thoughts and
dreams. 

Exercise:
“There’s Gotta be Something Better Than This” is a
song in the show sung by Charity and her girlfriends,
as they hope for better things in their lives. What are
your dreams and aspirations? Share this with the class. 

Teaching Tips:
• Where do our dreams and aspirations come from?
Are they based in reality, or are they be far-fetched?
There are many aspirations that are common in
movies, books and shows. What are some of these
universal desires and how can they relate to different
people in different situations? 

13
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The Broadway Guide to
Theatergoing Etiquette

In the early part of the nineteenth century, theatrical
performances usually began at six o’clock. An
evening would last four or five hours, beginning
with a short “curtain raiser,” followed by a five-act
play, with other short pieces presented during the
intermissions. It might be compared roughly to
today’s prime-time television, a series of shows
designed to pass the time. With no television or
radio, the theater was a place to find
companionship, light, and warmth on a cold
winter’s evening.

As the century progressed, the theater audience
reflected the changing social climate. More well-to-
do patrons still arrived at six o’clock for the full
program of the evening, while half-price admission
was offered at eight or eight-thirty to the working
class. This allowed for their longer workday and
tighter budgets. Still, the theaters were always full,
allowing people to escape the drudgery of their daily
lives and enjoy themselves.

Because of this popularity, theaters began to be built
larger and larger. New progress in construction
allowed balconies to be built overhanging the seats
below — in contrast to the earlier style of receding
tiers. This meant that the audience on the main
floor (the section called “the orchestra”) were out of
the line of sight of the spectators in the galleries. As
a result, the crowds became less busy people-
watching and gossiping among themselves, and
more interested in watching the performance. The

theater managers began the practice of dimming the
lights in the seating area (called the “house lights”),
focusing the attention of the audience on the stage.
The advent of gas lighting and the “limelight” (the
earliest spotlights) made the elaborate settings even
more attractive to the eye, gaining the audience’s
rapt attention.

By the 1850s, the wealthier audiences were no
longer looking for a full evening’s entertainment.
Curtain time was pushed back to eight o’clock (for
the convenience of patrons arriving from dinner);
only one play would be presented, instead of four or
five, freeing the audience for other social activities
afterward. Matinee (afternoon) performances were
not given regularly until the 1870s, allowing society
ladies, who would not have ventured out late at
night, the opportunity to attend the theater.

Now in a new millennium, many of these traditions
are still with us. The theater is still a place to “see
and be seen”; eight o’clock is still the standard
curtain time; and the excited chatter of the audience
falls to a hush when the house lights dim and the
stage lights go up, and another night on Broadway
begins.

You can make sure everyone you know has the very
best experience at the theater by sharing this Theater
Etiquette with them. And now, enjoy the show!

14



Being a Good Audience
Remember, going to the theater isn’t like going to a
movie. There are some different rules to keep in mind
when you’re at a live performance.

Believe it or not, the actors can actually hear you. The
same acoustics that make it possible for you to hear
the actors means that they can hear all the noises an
audience makes: talking, unwrapping candy, cell
phones ringing. That’s why, when you’re at a show,
there is no food or drink at your seats (eat your treats at
intermission; save the popcorn-munching for the
multiplex)

No talking (even if you’re just explaining the plot to the
person next to you)

Always keep cell phones and beepers turned off (This even
means no texting your friends during the show to tell
them how great it is...)

Of course, what the actors like to hear is how much
you’re enjoying the performance. So go ahead and
laugh at the funny parts, clap for the songs, and save
your biggest cheers and applause for your favorite
actors at the curtain call. That’s their proof of a job
well done.

15

jump. This time it’s Charity who panics and Oscar who
remains calm. Oscar acts bravely and calms Charity
until they are rescued. As people watch the rescue from
below, Oscar and Charity exchange their first kiss.

Charity feels so confident in this new relationship
that she finally decides to quit her job. The next time
she sees Oscar, she tells him the truth about her former
job. Oscar admits that he has spied on her and knows
what she does for a living, but that he wants to marry

her anyway.
Charity is elated.
Her friends throw
a farewell party for
her and afterwards
she and Oscar go
for a walk in the
park. Once they
get to the lake,
Oscar confesses
he has realized
her former life is
a bigger obstacle
for him than he
originally
thought. He
tells Charity he
won’t be able to
marry her after
all. He tells her
to get away
from him, but
Charity doesn’t
move. This
time, even

though she has lost another man, she doesn’t end up in
the lake. She stands her ground and holds onto both
her purse and her dignity. 

continued from page 9

Sweet CharitySynopsis
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School of Musical Theatre
The Dallas Summer Musicals School of Musical Theatre (http://www.dsmschool.org) provides
fun, disciplined, and professional training for students 7 to 17 years of age, as well as continuing
education for adults in the musical theater arts.

The School’s goal is to help students integrate the disciplines of singing, dancing, and acting into the
unique genre of musical theater. The result is a well-rounded performer—a "triple threat"—
comfortable and confident as a singer, dancer, and actor. Students are grouped according to a
combination of experience and training, providing a challenging, but comfortable environment to
investigate and practice their craft.

Besides teaching the essential skills for becoming a well-rounded performer, our unique curriculum
exposes students to material from the season’s performances of the Dallas Summer Musicals, as well
as other popular and age-appropriate musicals and plays. Preparation for the audition process is also
an important part of our program.

The DSM School of Musical Theatre offers its students exciting special events, gifted and talented
guest speakers, and professional staff members.

For more information, please call 214/969-7469

The Dallas Summer Musicals Kids Club
The DSM Kids Club is a free program for our youngest patrons through High School introducing
them to musical theatre. Upon registration, Kids Club members receive a passport to keep track of
the shows they attend, and to earn special prizes. We also plan special events for the Kids Club
members with opportunities to meet cast members, take backstage tours, and a variety of other
events throughout the season.

For more information on the Dallas Summer Musicals Kids Club, please call Judi Wheeler at 214-
421-5678, extension 159, or email her at kidsclub@dallassummermusicals.org. 


